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o   Fleming County Schools #FCSOurStory

A Weekly Newsletter for Stakeholders

#ReadySetGROW!                                                                                                                   Week of January 31, 2022

Weekly Walkthrough Data (eleot) with updated National/International trends

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Expected Lexile Levels (Students who are in the two “Not On Track” categories are not meeting the college and career readiness targets for
their grade level and are not expected to reach the 1300L level by the end of high school without significant intervention and acceleration. Students in
the two “On Track” categories are meeting grade-level targets and can be expected to read at or above 1300L by the time they graduate if they
continue to achieve expected or greater growth every year.)

Guiding Questions:
What is the Lexile score for each student?

Are they ‘On Track’ to be college, career, and life ready?

How are students engaged in relevant and personalized
reading in all subjects/courses? Reading must be a
school and district-wide focus.

“One in four secondary students are unable to read and
understand textbook content, according to the Alliance for
Excellent Education”



________________________________________________________________________________________
Expected Quantile Levels (MetaMetrics studied the difficulty of lessons in mathematics textbooks commonly used in the United States to
help understand the mathematics demand that students will likely encounter in their elementary through high school mathematics courses. Results are
shown in the table below. In a related study, MetaMetrics found that the mathematics ability needed for college and career readiness ranged from
approximately 1220Q to 1440Q, and the median mathematics demand for college and career readiness was 1350Q.

Guiding Practices to Improve Quantile Ranges for
Students

1. Monitor student mathematics growth and learning
progress.

2. Match students with appropriate instructional materials.

3. Ensure students are receiving grade-level appropriate
instruction and lessons, while also closing gaps.

4. Link BIG mathematical concepts with real-world
experiences

5. Understand the prerequisite skills in order to create an
effective intervention.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACHIEVE3000 WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT

How do I set growth targets using Achieve3000

Achieve3000 recommends that students complete 2+ activities at the 75% percentile or higher in order for the student to grow in
reading per week. If you have struggling readers, encourage more Achieve3000 activities, as well as, offer small group
instruction. There is no one right pathway to college and career readiness. Schools and districts vary in their student demographics,
curriculum, and resources—all factors that can impact their ability to accelerate students’ skills from grade to grade.



The critical objective is to facilitate constant and consistent acceleration in learning for every student, every year. Each grade level’s
curriculum and instruction should be designed, measured, and modified to ensure that the classroom experience accelerates student
reading ability beyond the expected gains.

Students who start significantly behind should have an ongoing experience of maximum acceleration in each grade level. However,
ALL students require constant and consistent acceleration if they are to maintain skill growth aligned to the college and career
readiness trajectory, ending with the ability to read text at 1300L—the benchmark for college and career readiness—by the end of high
school.

A best-practice plan for creating a pathway for college and career readiness is to:

● Evaluate acceleration within each grade for specific groups of students.
● Establish acceleration targets for each group and plan for a curricular and instructional approach to meet the acceleration

goals.
● Evaluate at midyear and in late spring to course-correct if acceleration is not taking place.
● Monitor student growth weekly. This will prevent students from plateauing at a certain Lexile level. Teachers must utilize

the reports available to ensure growth outcomes.

Modified from:
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%2
9.pdf

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IXL WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT

https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf


⇨A larger image of the chart is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/152PLT7Hx0Jxwb5eY2cQD5ahvgsAB_jXG/view?usp=sharing

Steps to Successful IXL Implementation

IXL is designed to be used daily to reinforce class
lessons, through differentiated opportunities to help
students to retain instruction and also build
personalized skills on grade level. How can I use IXL
daily:

1. Plan your Lesson. Find an IXL skill to support
your objective. You can find skills by scanning grade
pages, or by using the IXL skill plan.

2. Deliver your lesson. Cement understanding by
having students practice the skills to SmartScore of 80. For each IXL skill, encourage students to teach a
SmartScore of 80 (proficiency). If students achieve proficiency, based on grade level, encourage them to
stretch their abilities (acceleration).

3. Check for understanding. Get instant ideas for next steps with IXL Analytics. Visit the Skills Analysis report to
check for assignment completion and to gain insight into your students’ understanding of the lesson. This
report gives you overall stats on your class performance and even groups your students by the level of
difficulty they are working at within the skill.

Modified from: https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

REFLECTION

A very interesting quote. In education, we like to start
an initiative and never carry through with it, because
something else, new and shiny come along and we
start another initiative. Over the past several years, we
have tried to limit new initiatives. Our two big priorities
are growth and BPIs, which are connected.

Though there are changes each year with BPIs, based
on feedback from students, teachers, and
parents/guardians, the foundational piece remains the
same. BPIs, instead of an initiative, are more a focus
in the learning process. Prior to creating and

implementing BPIs almost five years ago, students,
teachers, and parents/guardians were indicating that
students needed to learn essential skills to be
successful after high school. If you look at the
indicators associated with BPIs (the district’s graduate
profile), they are closely aligned with 21st-century
essential skills.

The only major change with BPIs that has occurred
over the years is the change to using TOTE as the
student artifacts system. As it is free for all KY public
school students, we do not see any need to change,
especially since, the designer is willing to customize it
to the district’s needs. Furthermore, students are
becoming more and more comfortable with using
TOTE, as are teachers.

Though undoubtedly changes will continue to be made
with BPIs, BPIs are here to stay - as they are critical to
students’ success at the next level. Yes, using
feedback, changes will be made, but large-scale
changes or shifts will not occur. With BPIs it is
incredibly important that we look at success over the
long-term, using the same measuring stick, from one
year to the next. Constant large-scale and fundamental
changes prohibit the district’s ability to review and
analyze long-term data.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/152PLT7Hx0Jxwb5eY2cQD5ahvgsAB_jXG/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf


PICTURE of the WEEK

Flemingsburg Elementary School

Students are Flemingsburg Elementary School are
now learning pickleball. Students are excited to be
back in school and with a normal schedule. We can’t
wait to see who wins the Pickleball tournament.

The IMPORTANCE OF WRITING

Why Your Students Should Write More

Provisional writing is where students write only for
themselves to process what they just learned or play
with a new concept. Generally, this type of writing
actually works better if teachers don’t respond
because it gives students the freedom to practice
without the pressure of having a teacher view it.

Readable writing is where the writer imagines an
audience or actually shares the work with an audience
(sometimes fellow students and occasionally the
teacher), but the writing is generally focused on only
one or two elements (for example, a quote ID on a test
for Romeo and Juliet would probably be assessed
purely on the understanding it shows; teachers
wouldn’t grade the student on diction in this situation).

Polished writing is where a writer goes through a
robust writing process and reaches a “final” draft that is
supposed to show the writer’s overall writing ability.

Modified from:
Matthew M. Johnson
https://matthewmjohnson.com/2017/08/08/write-more-often-a-goldilocks-su
ggestion/

https://matthewmjohnson.com/2017/08/08/write-more-often-a-goldilocks-suggestion/
https://matthewmjohnson.com/2017/08/08/write-more-often-a-goldilocks-suggestion/


BPIs - GRADUATE PROFILE

BPIs: Grade Level Specific Authentic Assessment
Areas

The BPI Timeline can be found on Page 17 in the
2021-2022 BPI Framework (Click Here)

New Printable BPI Infographic from the 3rd page of
the WLC is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11pmM2ngpjDOZKHMYh
EYBwJLfTYyeH2aE/view?usp=sharing

“What BPIs Are Not” (Larger Image):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDv49g8uK14Vjl1jRlchc5IDwV
N9vXKA/view?usp=sharing

The IMPORTANCE OF HOMEWORK

  District Expectation: All students should be
assigned grade-level appropriate homework.
Eleven Benefits of Homework:

● Homework teaches students about time
management.

● Homework teaches students how to set
priorities.

● Homework helps teachers determine how well
the lessons are being understood by their
students.

● Homework teaches students how to
problem-solve.

● Homework gives students another opportunity
to review class material.

● Homework gives parents a chance to see what
is being learned in school.

● Homework teaches students how to take
responsibility for their part in the educational
process.

● Homework teaches students that they may
have to do things - even if they don’t want to.

● Homework teaches students to work
independently.

● Homework teaches students the importance of
planning, staying organized, and taking action.

● Homework teaches students how to overcome
adversity and obstacles.

Modified from:
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomewor
k.pdf

https://www.fleming.kyschools.us/userfiles/406/my%20files/bpi%20framework%202021-2022%20(1).pdf?id=16907
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11pmM2ngpjDOZKHMYhEYBwJLfTYyeH2aE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11pmM2ngpjDOZKHMYhEYBwJLfTYyeH2aE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDv49g8uK14Vjl1jRlchc5IDwVN9vXKA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDv49g8uK14Vjl1jRlchc5IDwVN9vXKA/view?usp=sharing
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomework.pdf
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomework.pdf


Free Resource of the Week

Common Core Academic Vocabulary for ELA (K-12)
Words every student should recognize and understand to be

transition ready from grade to grade and to college/career/life.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OVeP5dC1CS9bVyNWSUOTJfu-x1
gWrMU2/view?usp=sharing

SchoolsPLP REMINDERS

Weekly SchoolsPLP Data: 23,743 activities
completed last week with 94% mastery on
the first attempt.

225,047 active minutes
* In-person/Virtual data

The district continues to experience an increase in the
number of students and staff who are being
quarantined either due to positive cases or exposure.
Over the past two weeks, SchoolsPLP usage has
tripled in many cases. We expect the next several
weeks, as COVID-19 continues to spike, the usage of
SchoolsPLP will continue to increase.

Key Processes each week
1. Have students log in at least once a week so

that they remember their username and
password.

2. For younger students, make sure that
parents/guardians have login information at
home should quarantines occur.

○ Print QR Codes for students so that
they can take them home to
parents/guardians.

SchoolsPLP can be accessed through Clever or from
the link posted on www.fleming.kyschools.us.

We want students familiar with SchoolsPLP in the
event they must quarantine. We must be prepared for
several quarantines each day. Remember, those
students who are quarantined can remain engaged in
classroom activities, remotely. Likewise, students who
test positive for COVID-19, if they are well and not
experiencing severe symptoms, can also remain
engaged in class remotely.

Ready.Set.GROW! TIPS

As we continue to focus on growth, the following are a
few reminders and expectations:

● The expectation is that 100% of our students
will show at least one year of academic growth
in reading and math this school year, with at
least 25% of our students showing at least 1.5
years of academic growth.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OVeP5dC1CS9bVyNWSUOTJfu-x1gWrMU2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OVeP5dC1CS9bVyNWSUOTJfu-x1gWrMU2/view?usp=sharing
http://www.fleming.kyschools.us


● Though we have a focus on reading and math,
growth in social studies, science, writing,
performing arts, physical education, career, and
technical education, etc., are equally important

● Growing students in reading and math is a
school-wide/district-wide effort.

● Data tracking aligned to Lexile and Quantile,
per student, is required. In PLCs, student data
pertinent to Lexile and Quantile scores must be
discussed and analyzed.

● Each student must have a documented plan
that is focused on reading and math growth.
There is no way to help a student to grow
without individualized support. Impact Coaches
are there as a support to help deliver targeted
growth instruction, but ultimately you must take
lead, especially with data tracking. You know
your students the best.

● Students need a variety of individualized
instruction, small-group instruction, and the use
of programs to receive Tier I, II, and III
supports.

● RTI/MTSS, which is what growth is about, is a
very detailed process.  Schools should have a
clear process for analyzing and documenting
progress monitoring data and a PDSA process
that outlines the next steps for each student.

● Every student receives Impact time. This is an
opportunity to deliver individualized and
targeted growth interventions. Only Achieve,
Actively Learn, ALEKS, and IXL should be
utilized for personalized learning platforms
during Impact TIme. Data tracking must occur
to ensure maximum student growth and
effective program utilization.

QUADRANT D STRATEGIES

Planning Rigorous Research for Students

Evaluating Student Reports and Presentations

Y N A detailed scoring rubric is used.

Y N Students have been trained on how
to use the rubric.

Y N The evaluation emphasizes the
objectives that relate to the course.

Y N Students know the evaluation criteria
in advance.

Modified from: Instructional Strategies: How to Teach for Rigor and
Relevance. Teacher Handbook. International Center for Leadership
in Education.



ENGAGEMENT

Engagement and Distinction

The vision of Fleming County Schools is to become a
District of Distinction. This vision challenges everyone
to excel in what they contribute to the district’s journey
to being distinctive. Yes, good is acceptable, but that is
not distinctive. Distinctive makes each one of us
stretch the normal boundaries of education and create
and manage a culture that is conducive to student
learning fostered by high levels of staff engagement.
Organizations cannot excel long-term by accepting an
average level of employee engagement, but in fact,
requires that leaders find, without hast, opportunities
that allow each staff member to utilize their talents,
knowledge, and skills to excel in their role.

With anything distinctive, there is a certain level of
uniqueness that attracts people, including students
and staff members. Average engagement, from
students and staff members only results in the status
quo. Distinctive engagement leads to higher
attendance rates, an increased and stronger
commitment to the mission and purpose of the
organization. More importantly, it becomes an
organization that creates a culture that values each
student and employee. Low-performing school districts
seldom communicate, much less, act on the
importance of valuing their students or employees for
the humans they are.

Average organizations rarely experience commitment
by students and staff to the overall mission and
purpose of the organization. As such, those average
school districts that struggle with engagement can only
dream about high levels of student and employee

commitment. They are more likely to focus on
day-to-day operations and bottom-line numbers and
glare over the importance of employee engagement.
The leaders in these school districts simply have their
priorities wrong and ultimately students and employees
pay a heavy price.

The thing about distinction is that it isn’t this thing that
is elusive because of requirements: rather it is a lack of
understanding of how to create and manage a culture
that is high performing. When distinctive is mentioned,
most people will say it’s too lofty - as it has not been
fully described in simple and meaningful terms to
students and staff. In terms of engagement, distinctive
doesn’t require people to work harder or more, but
instead one where leaders coach employees to work
more purposefully.

Furthermore, distinctive engagement demands each
employee to exhibit a purposeful level of utilization of
their talents, knowledge, and skills. In simple terms,
delivering a lesson to students that means something
to them and also means something to the teacher.
When teachers are able to deliver a lesson that
captures their interests, skills, and talents, the quality
of the lesson is remarkably much higher than when
lessons are generic and have no connection to the
teachers’ interests, skills, and talents.

As the teacher is engaged in the lesson, students
benefit from these distinctive instructional practices -
as they too are able to explore their interests and
utilize their skills and talents. But throughout this entire
process, leaders are not on the sideline, but are there
encouraging the use of skills and talents, not to
improve performance (though it will increase), but
instead, to strengthen their commitment to the
organization’s journey of being a district of distinction.

Without a commitment from those involved in the work,
the organization is a rudderless ship in a ragging and
unforgiving ocean. The underlying goal of distinctive
engagement is to grow each student and staff’s
involvement in, commitment to, and enthusiasm about
the organization’s mission and purpose. To strengthen
a student’s or staff member’s commitment to a
district’s mission and purpose, it must mean something
to the student and staff member. It can’t be about



performance, but instead something that brings out the
best in each person - through the use of their
knowledge, skills, and talents.

Every student and staff member has inherent and
unique strengths that often are never allowed to be
used each day. Think of these strengths as energy and
power that have yet to be harnessed for the good of
the culture and the health of the organization as a
whole. It is undeniable that when leaders empower
students and staff members to utilize their knowledge,
skills, and talents - transformation happens,
performance improves, and more importantly, students
and staff members feel a sense of being valued.

Organizations, especially schools, fail to unleash their
people’s skills and talents for whatever reason, but
mainly because, they believe performance is only
achieved and improved through prescriptive practices
that hinder empowerment, thus, restricting skills and
talents. For engagement to reach distinctive levels,
students and staff must be allowed to grow their
unique skills and talents. Allowing students and staff to
do what they do best is the first step in fulfilling the
mission and purpose of the organization. This concept
is very hard to comprehend and visualize. This does
not mean that everyone is doing something different or
working toward different goals but rather how they go
about reaching those goals.

To be clear, distinctive engagement requires that
everyone is working toward the same purpose. The
difference is that students are learning through their
interests, skills, and talents, while staff members are
able to use their unique skills and talents to create the
best outcomes for students. Both student and staff
members must be able to connect to the purpose of
the organization - it can’t be just to increase test
scores - which honestly does little in garnering
commitment from students, staff members, parents, or
the community. Commitment occurs when leaders are
able to help students and staff members find meaning
in the work they do.

A vision describes where the leaders want to take an
organization, purpose helps students and staff
members to determine where they fit in, but the
destination has to mean something to all and they

must be committed to the journey that embraces and
encourages each student and staff member to use
their skills and talents to help the organization achieve
its mission. The possibilities are limitless when
students, staff members, and leaders understand how
they fit into the organizational puzzle and are allowed
to use their skills and talents to fulfill the organization's
mission.

Most organizations will settle for beating the average
levels of engagement - as researched and reported by
Gallup and other organizations. As these organizations
strive to only beat mediocre levels of engagement,
they will continue to struggle with engagement, the
culture will never be healthy, and yes, average
performance will continue to be acceptable. If the goal
of engagement is only to be average, then
performance can never be more than average.

Distinctive practices, outcomes, and ultimately culture
all require distinctive levels of engagement. It’s really
that simple. The vision, “The promise on the other side
of the wilderness”, in our case, a District of Distinction,
requires distinctive levels of engagement from
students, staff members, and leaders. There are no
shortcuts or simple equations to engagement, it
requires a commitment and a strategic focus from
leaders and buy-in from students and staff.



ACCREDITATION 5-YR RENEWAL

Measures of Quality - Continued

The FCS Measures of Quality originates with our work
with Cognia, Kentucky’s L3 Coalition, UK’s Next
Generation Academy, and PDSAs over the past
several years. More information will be released soon
about the Measures of Quality Dashboard.

COVID-19

Reminders:
● The district continues to encourage everyone

eligible to get vaccinated, immediately.
● Masks are now optional district-wide.
● Vaccines for 5 to 11-year-old students are now

available.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

● Monday, January 31, 2022
District Team Meeting at 8:30 am

● Monday, January 31, 2022
Academic Leadership Team Meeting at 9:30
am

● Monday, January 31, 2022
Senior Leadership Meeting at 1:00 pm

● Tuesday, February 1, 2022
HR Team Meeting at 8:30 am

● Tuesday, February 1, 2022
FCPA PLC at 1:00 pm

● Wednesday, February 2, 2022
CTE Admin Meeting at 8:30 am

● Thursday, February 3, 2022
Learning Capacity Meeting at 9:00 am

● Thursday, February 3, 2022
FCS Mentor Meeting at 4:00 pm

● Friday, February 4, 2022
Impact Data PLC at 1:00 pm


